STUDENT EVALUATION OF CLINICAL SITE/PRECEPTOR

Course: ____________________________________________
Preceptor: __________________________________________

Semester: __________________________________________
Setting: ____________________________________________

Below are representative statements students have used to evaluate their preceptors. Please check all you have personally found to describe your clinical preceptor and the setting. Since no evaluation form can list all the important characteristics, please add any others you consider important about this preceptor on the reverse side of page.

Turn in completed form to the Clinical Placement Coordinator, H-220.

Learning Climate
_____ Provides additional or special learning opportunities that enrich my experience.
_____ Provides an atmosphere in which I can ask questions or try out ideas.
_____ Stimulates my efforts in thinking through clinical problems.
_____ Gives support without making me feel dependent.
_____ Treats me in such a way I feel threatened or inhibited in learning.
_____ Gives so much information I feel little need to think for myself.
_____ Pushes me to try many things for which I am not ready.
Example or comments about learning climate:

Guidance
_____ Facilitates my meeting my learning objectives.
_____ Assists me in integrating class with clinical experience.
_____ Serves as a good role model and as a resource with new procedures or tasks.
_____ Can seldom be found when I really need help in clinical setting.
_____ Keeps clinical experience entirely separate from theoretical content.
_____ Takes over doing procedures instead of allowing me to complete patient visit.
Example or comments about supervision:

Feedback
_____ Provides constructive criticism throughout clinical experience.
_____ Bases evaluation on my pattern of performances, rather than on one day.
_____ Gives helpful feedback on practice and recording.
_____ Leaves me without any feedback about my progress.
_____ Gives no practical suggestions to help me improve.
Example or comments about feedback:
Setting
_____ Patient population was accessible so that I could meet my learning objectives.
_____ Facility was adequate to allow for student placement without interfering with patient flow.
_____ Support personnel were helpful in learning environment.
_____ Scheduling patient for return visit was possible, when patient could comply.
_____ Facility space not adequate for student placement.
_____ Support personnel insufficient, not helpful.
Example or comments about setting:

Overall Rating of this Site/Preceptor: _____
1 = excellent; one of the best I’ve ever had
2 = very good; surpassed expectations in some respects
3 = average; met overall expectations
4 = fair; did not meet some expectations
5 = poor; learning - Inadequate